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Results
Summary To determine whether hippocampal neurons respond
to incongruities between experience and information
To examine how hippocampal neurons respond to a stored in memory, we trained rats to find a hidden plat-
mismatch between retrieved and actual experience, form at a fixed position in an annular watermaze (Hollup
we trained rats to find a hidden platform at a particular et al., 2001a, 2001b). This position was maintained for
location in an annular watermaze and then moved the several days. Then, when the swim pattern indicated
platform. Several cells that were silent at the new plat- that the rat expected (predicted from memory) to find the
form location before the move fired vigorously when platform at the target location, we moved the platform to
the rat found the goal. The new activity was paralleled the opposite side of the corridor. The new location was
by reduced discharge in a subset of simultaneously maintained for the remaining trials.
recorded interneurons. The pattern of activity returned The rats were trained to swim a single lap in the corri-
toward its original configuration as the rat learned the dor before the platform was raised. On the recording
new location. The activation of specific hippocampal day, five probe trials (probe 1 to probe 5) were inserted
neurons following dislocation of a target object may between standard single-lap trials. During a probe trial,
be essential for synaptic plasticity and adaptive modi- the platform remained unavailable for 60 s. Every fourth
fication of the animal’s representation of the envi- trial was a probe trial. Probes 1 and 2 were run before
ronment. the reversal, with the platform appearing at the familiar
position. On probe 3, the platform was raised at the
Introduction novel location. The platform remained at this location
during the rest of the experiment (including probe 4 and
The hippocampus plays a fundamental role in a wide probe 5).
range of memory functions (Squire, 1992), including spa-
tial memory (O’Keefe and Nadel, 1978). Pyramidal cells Behavior before Reversal
in the hippocampus have spatial firing correlates (O’Keefe All rats swam in laps. Before the platform was raised on
and Dostrovsky, 1971), and their “place fields” are influ- the reversal trial, the speed was slower and the trajectory
enced by the training history of the animal (O’Keefe more curved in the original goal region than in the rest
and Speakman, 1987; Quirk et al., 1990; Wilson and of the corridor, indicating that the rats remembered the
McNaughton, 1993; Hollup et al., 2001a). Together, these platform position from preceding trials (Figure 1; white
“place cells” may form a distributed map-like represen- trace). The time spent near the original platform (15
tation of the spatial environment that the animal can use of arc; SW in Figure 1A) was 9.5 1.3 s (mean standard
for efficient navigation (O’Keefe and Nadel, 1978). error) as compared to 4.6  0.1 s in other equally large
To guide navigation efficiently, the brain system that segments (range, 3.9–6.3 s). The rats did not at this
stores spatial information must contain a mechanism stage show any bias toward the new goal segment (4.5
for changing the representation when the representation 0.5 s; NE in Figure 1A). These data suggest that the rats
is inaccurate or when the environment changes. The had learned that the platform appeared regularly at a
CA1 of the hippocampus may have the capacity to com- particular position and thus expected to find the plat-
pare incoming sensory information from the entorhinal form at this position also on the subsequent reversal
cortex with information stored in the hippocampus itself trial.
(Vinogradova, 1971; O’Keefe and Nadel, 1978), and pyra-
midal cells in CA1 may respond to incongruities between Cells with Selective Activity on the New Platform
these sources of information (Moser and Paulsen, 2001). We recorded the activity of 90 pyramidal cells in the
Early nonquantitative studies showed that some hippo- CA1 of 11 rats when the platform was moved for the first
campal neurons fired at increased rates when rats en- time. The cell sample included all well-isolated complex-
countered a novel object or failed to encounter a familiar spike units that were active in at least one of the experi-
object at a particular location (O’Keefe, 1976). To deter- mental phases (swim phase and goal phase). The me-
mine the conditions under which such cells are active, dian of the average firing rates was 1.5 Hz. The median
we used a hippocampal-dependent spatial memory task of the peak rates was 16.1 Hz.
For all cells, we estimated the firing rate at the platform
location separately for the swim phase and the first 10 s1Correspondence: edvard.moser@svt.ntnu.no
2 These authors contributed equally to this work. after the rat had climbed the platform (Figure 1). One-
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Figure 1. New Activity at the Platform Location when the Platform Was Moved for the First Time
(A) Pairs of color-coded firing rate maps for 12 simultaneously recorded pyramidal units in the swim phase (left map) and the goal phase
(right map) on the reversal trial (probe 3). The color scale is linear, with dark red indicating peak rate (indicated) and dark blue indicating 0 Hz.
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third of the recorded pyramidal cells (29 units or 32%) should be less salient when the platform appeared in a
were active at the platform both before and after escape familiar place. To test this prediction, we repeated the
(threshold 0.5 Hz; e.g., cell #1 in Figure 1A). In addition, analysis on the probe trials preceding the reversal (probe
40 units (44%) were active at the platform location but trials 1 and 2; n  85 and n  98, respectively). The
only in one of the phases. Thirty of these phase-selective distribution of destination biases was now more uniform
cells (75%) were silent in the swim phase and active in (probe 1, 29  5.1; probe 2, 29  15.2; p  0.05). Cells
the goal phase. Some of them were silent throughout with selective activity on the platform were no more abun-
the swim phase (#3–#6 in Figure 1A and Movie S1 [see dant than cells with activity in both phases (Figure 3A).
the Supplemental Data available online at http://www. Hippocampal activity was also recorded on two probe
neuron.org/cgi/content/full/35/3/555/DC1]); others had tests after the reversal (probes 4 and 5; n  78 and n 
place fields in other parts of the corridor (#7–#8). 70, respectively). The rats spent more time in the new
We calculated the relation to trial phase for all cells platform segment than in the other segments on both
that fired above 0.5 Hz at the platform in one of the trial trials (7.3  0.7 s versus 4.8  0.1 s and 9.9  2.1 s
phases. A cell’s “destination bias” was expressed as versus 4.6  0.2 s, respectively), indicating that they
the ratio between the firing rate on the platform (first 10 s) had learned the new goal location by the time of testing.
and the sum of the firing rate at the platform position in On probe 4, 12 of the 56 cells that were active in the
the swim phase and the firing rate during the first 10 s platform region fired preferentially after the rat escaped
on the platform. The cells were classified into bins of (destination bias 0.9), which was more than expected
0.1 based on this index. A value of 0 represents exclusive with a flat distribution (Z  2.9, p  0.005; Figure 3A).
activity in the swim phase, and a value of 1 represents On probe 5, when the rat’s behavior had stabilized and
exclusive activity on the platform. The distribution was was indistinguishable from behavior before the reversal,
strikingly nonuniform on the reversal trial (29  44.9; the proportion had decreased to 4/50, which was close
n  68; p  0.001) (Figure 1B). Approximately one-third to the chance level (Z  0.71).
of the recorded pyramidal cells fired exclusively after
arrival (destination bias  0.9). This was about three New Activity on the Platform Was Not a General
times more than the number in any other bin and signifi- Response to Novelty
cantly more than expected from a flat distribution (Z 
Selective activity on the platform occurred mainly when
6.5, p  0.001). Within the 0.9 category, 21/23 cells
the platform was raised at a novel position. Can suchhad values of 0.95 or larger. Cells in the 0.9 category
activation be induced by any change in experiencefired at an average rate of 3.2 Hz and a peak rate of 9.8
(“novelty”), or was it caused specifically by the differ-Hz during the first 10 s of the goal phase (group medi-
ence between actual goal location and rememberedans). The median rate at the same location in the swim
goal location? To examine this issue, we first trainedphase was 0 Hz. Five of the cells were silent throughout
three rats with a platform location that varied randomlythe swim phase; the remaining cells had additional fields
from trial to trial. The platform location was novel in theat other places (Figure 1A). A similar nonuniform distri-
sense that it differed from the previous one, but the ratbution was seen when the minimum rate for inclusion
was familiar with the variability of the procedure andwas increased from 0.5 Hz to 1 Hz or 3 Hz (Figure 1B;
probably did not expect the platform to appear at any29  33.3; p  0.001).
particular place. Out of 17 cells with activity at the plat-The cells with specific activity in the goal phase were
form in one of the phases, only one fired selectivelyactivated as soon as the rat climbed onto the platform
in the goal phase (destination bias  0.9; Figure 3B),(Figure 2). The median firing rate of the sample was
suggesting that changes in goal location did not bymaintained at 3–5 Hz during the first 30 s after escape
themselves elicit new activity. The critical factor mightbut decayed at the end of the trial (Figures 2A and 2B).
be whether the rat found the platform at a different placeThere was no decay on the platform in cells that were
from the one that was stored in memory.active at this location both before and after escape (Fig-
We next asked whether new activity was evoked onlyure 2C).
when the change in experience was task relevant. A
separate group of five rats was trained to find the plat-Selective Firing on the Platform Decreased
form at a constant location in the annular maze. A probewith Training
trial was then conducted in which the rat encounteredIf the new activity on the platform was evoked by its
appearance at an unexpected position, such activity a vertically ascending current of temperate water as it
The rat was trained with the platform in SW, but the platform was raised in NE (white circle) for the first time at the end of the trial. The swim
path indicates that the rat slowed down and turned slightly to the side each time it passed the original platform position in SW, suggesting
that it expected to find the target there. The rat swam in the counter-clockwise direction 96% of the time. After escape, the head pointed in
the counter-clockwise direction 99% of the time. Units were recorded from three tetrodes (tetrode 1, unit numbers 3, 8, and 9; tetrode 2, unit
numbers 1, 4, 5, 6, and 7; tetrode 3, unit 2, 10, 11, and 12; cluster diagrams in Supplemental Figure S1). Note that a large number of cells
fired almost exclusively after the rat found the platform, even though the rat passed through the same area in the same direction several
times in the swim phase. Note also that three of the eight cells with activity in the swim phase fired at the original platform location, which
is more than expected if cells were randomly distributed across the corridor (Hollup et al., 2001a).
(B) Number of pyramidal cells with specific activity on the platform on the reversal trial. The cells were classified into bins of 0.1 based on
destination bias (the firing rate during the first 10 s of the goal phase/sum of the firing rate at the platform position in the swim phase and
the firing rate during the first 10 s of the goal phase). The resulting distribution is shown for cells with average rates  0.5 Hz at the platform
in one of the phases (left), for cells with rates  1.0 Hz (middle), and for cells with rates  3 Hz (right). The 3 Hz group is a subset of the 1
Hz group, and the 1 Hz group is a subset of the 0.5 Hz group.
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Figure 2. Temporal Profile of New Pyramidal Cell Activity in the Goal Phase
(A) Spike density functions and raster plots for three cells with selective firing in the goal phase in Figure 1 (#4, #5, #6). The rat found the
platform at 73 s (vertical line). Gray bars on the time axis indicate periods when the rat was at the platform location.
(B and C) Peristimulus time histograms for cells with specific activity on the platform (destination bias  0.9; [B]) and for the remaining cell
sample (destination bias  0.9; [C]). The bin size is 2 s. Note that cells in (B) began firing as soon as the rat climbed onto the platform.
passed through a certain location in the corridor. The of the trial, the platform was raised at a new position.
Twenty-one pyramidal cells with a median firing rate ofunderwater “jet” was switched on after 60 s and pro-
vided gentle tactile stimulation that was novel but did 1.9 Hz were recorded under these conditions. Fifteen
of them were active (0.5 Hz) at the location of thenot help the rat finding the escape platform. At the end
Figure 3. Pyramidal Cell Activation on the Platform Depended on Previous Training
(A) Destination-specific pyramidal cell activity before and after the platform was introduced at a new place. Activity was calculated for the
platform location in the swim phase and for the goal phase on five probe trials, with reversal of the platform occurring at the end of probe
trial 3. Only cells with firing rates  0.5 Hz at the platform in one of the phases are included. Note that cells with selective activity on the
platform (destination bias  0.9; see legend to Figure 1) were abundant only after reversal (probe 3). With continued training, the number
decreased.
(B) Distribution of destination bias after training with a variable platform location (one probe trial).
(C) Percentage of neurons that responded to a novel but task-irrelevant stimulus. An ascending current of temperate water was turned on
for the first time 90 off the platform location after 60 s of normal swimming. Firing rate at the position of the current was compared before
and after the current was turned on (“bias toward water jet”; calculated as “destination bias” in [A] and [B]).
(D–F) Stability of existing place fields upon reversal of platform positions. (D) Place field of a typical place cell during swimming before the
reversal (probes 1–3) and after reversal (probes 4 and 5). Circles indicate platform location. Scale and symbols as in Figure 1. (E and F) Box
plots showing the distance in degrees of arc that the peak of a cell’s place field moved between probe trials ([E], between trials before reversal;
[F], between the last test before reversal and the two tests after reversal).
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underwater jet either before or after the jet was turned Decreased Activity of Interneurons at the New
Platform Positionon. Their firing rates at the stimulus location were gener-
ally equal before and after the stimulus (Figure 3C). The A total of 14 cells classified as interneurons (theta cells)
were recorded simultaneously with pyramidal cells.ratio between firing rate at this position after the stimulus
and the sum of firing rates at the same position before These neurons fired at nearly similar rates in the swim
phase and the goal phase as long as the platform wasand after the stimulus was 0.8 in all cells (Figure 3C),
which is significantly less than expected if one-third of at its usual position (Figure 4). On probe 1, eight out of
nine interneurons had destination bias between 0.4 andthe recorded units had been activated as on the platform
reversal trial (p 0.002). Two of the 15 cells fired selec- 0.6 (0.5 corresponds to no change). On probe 2, nine
out of nine cells were within this range. This narrowtively after arrival on the platform (destination bias 
0.9). The water current elicited a weak reduction in the distribution was broadened and shifted on the reversal
trial. Several theta cells showed a marked reduction inactivity of five simultaneously recorded interneurons (ra-
tios between 0.3 and 0.5). Thus, the presence of a novel firing when the rat climbed onto the platform in the new
location (Figure 4D, Kolomogorov-Smirnov test, D9,14 but task-irrelevant stimulus was not sufficient to elicit
detectable activation in the recorded sample. 0.667, p  0.05). The most extreme case was a cell
whose firing rate dropped from 26 Hz to 2 Hz as the rat
found the target (destination bias  0.10; Figure 4C).Development of Firing in Individual Neurons
The firing rate remained low throughout the 50 s periodCells with selective activity in the goal phase were seen
that the rat spent on the platform. This cell was a clearlyprimarily on the reversal trial. The reason could either
identifiable theta cell with an average firing rate of 13.0be that these cells became silent on subsequent trials
Hz in the swim phase, short waveforms (median 0.26or that they remained active but fired both in the swim
ms), and no complex spiking (Figures 4A and 4B; seephase and the goal phase during the later parts of the
also Supplemental Figure S1). The distribution of desti-training. Of the 23 cells with selective firing in the goal
nation biases returned toward its original configurationphase on the reversal trial, ten could be followed through
on the subsequent probe tests (Figure 4D), in parallelprobes 4 and 5. Data for the remaining cells were lost
with new learning.because of technical problems. Among the ten cells,
four became silent and six continued to fire on subse-
Cells with Specific Activity on the Platform Werequent probe trials, either only after escape (n  2) or
Not Three-Dimensionally Tuned Place Cellsalso in the swim phase (n  4). Cells that started to fire
An important question is whether cells became activein the swim phase after the reversal fired at a median
or silent on the platform because the controlling stimulirate of 1.4 Hz (probe 4) and 1.6 Hz (probe 5) in the swim
were present in only one phase of the trial. Althoughphase at the new platform location. These observations
the landmarks were similar in the swim phase and goalimply that a large fraction of the newly activated cells
phase, the head of the rat was a few centimeters higherremained active after the change of goal location, also
after escape than during swimming. There is yet no clearafter the rat had become familiar with the change. More-
evidence that place cells are tuned in three dimensionsover, the fact that some of the newly activated cells fired
(Knierim and McNaughton, 2001), but we nonethelessduring subsequent swimming implies that the activation
tested the role of this factor by increasing the waterwas not merely due to the skeletal motion that occurred
level 3 cm in one additional rat. The rat’s head was nowwhen the rat climbed the platform.
just above the water in both phases. The distribution ofWas the change in activity specific to the subset of
phase-selective and nonselective units was still nonuni-cells that fired in the goal phase on the reversal trial?
form (29  18.5; p  0.05): 5/13 cells with activity at theMoving a significant stimulus such as the platform might
platform position in at least one of the phases dis-lead to a general remapping of place fields in the entire
charged selectively in the goal phase (destination biaspyramidal cell population. To determine how the reversal
0.9; p  0.005; Figure 5). These cells, like those in theprocedure affected the rest of the cell sample, we exam-
reversal trial with the platform at the normal height,ined the place fields of all pyramidal neurons with activity
started to fire vigorously as soon as the rat climbed ontoin the swim phase that could be followed throughout
the platform. The median rate during the first 2 s on thethe training sequence (n  63). For each session, we
platform was 5 Hz. The rat was tested subsequentlydetermined the position of the peak of each cell’s place
with the platform at its normal height. None of the firingfield along the circumference of the annular maze. With
fields moved, and three cells still fired specifically onthe exception of a few cells, dislocation of the platform
the platform.had no effect on the location of the peak (Figures 3D–3F).
Place fields recorded in the swim phase on probe trial
4 were shifted only by 13.6 of arc compared to the Activation on the Platform Was Independent
of Speed, Direction, and Behavioral Stateswim phase before reversal on probe 3 (median absolute
difference). The median shift from probe 3 to probe 5 While it is possible that hippocampal units were acti-
vated at the new platform as a result of incongruitywas 20.3. These values were not different from the dis-
tance that the peak shifted between probe trials before between experience and information stored in memory,
it is also conceivable that the new activity was elicitedthe reversal (9.5 and 16.2, respectively; Wilcoxon
signed ranks test: Z  1.5, p  0.10). Thus, although merely by changes in skeletal movement. Upon climbing
the platform at the new location, the rats exhibited ex-the peak moved in a few cells, the place cell population
as a whole was stable and appeared not to be affected ploratory behavior, which was reflected by a temporary
increase in the amount of movement by approximatelyby the reversal procedure.
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Figure 4. Reduced Interneuron Activity when the Platform Appeared at a New Location
(A) Distribution of spike width (peak-to-peak) of a putative interneuron with a marked reduction in firing rate as the rat climbed the platform
at a new location.
(B) Autocorrelation diagram for the cell in (A) showing absence of a peak in the complex spike frequency range.
(C) Spike density function and raster plot for the putative interneuron in (A). Symbols as in Figure 2A.
(D) Distribution of destination bias in putative interneurons. Symbols as in Figure 3. Note that these cells fired at similar rates in the swim
phase and goal phase when the platform appeared at the expected location. On the reversal trial, however, several interneurons exhibited a
marked reduction in activity after escape.
70% (Figure 6A; t(10)  2.1, p  0.05; one-tailed paired sign test). It is therefore unlikely that differences in speed
of movement contributed to activation on the platformt test). Although exploration involves the encoding of
new information expressed as changed behavior on when it appeared at a new location.
Next, we asked whether the new activity on the plat-later trials (O’Keefe and Nadel, 1978), the accompanying
increase in movement might in principle account for the form was related to more frequent turning on the reversal
trial. The resolution of the tracking does not permit anactivation of previously silent neurons. Thus, the relation
between skeletal movement and neuronal firing was in- exact calculation of the number of turns, but we exam-
ined the influence of body direction by selecting onlyspected more closely.
Hippocampal place cells are modulated by speed as those periods in which the rat’s direction was the same
in the swim phase and the goal phase (correspondingwell as direction (McNaughton et al., 1983a; Muller et
al., 1994; Czurko´ et al., 1999). We examined the relation to between 58% and 82% of the data recorded on the
five probe trials; reversal trial: 67%). Directional filteringbetween the speed of the animal on the platform and
firing rate in two ways. First, firing rates at the platform did not attenuate the overrepresentation of cells with
selective activity on the platform on the reversal triallocation in the swim phase and the goal phase were
compared after removal of all periods with speed above (Figure 6C; 29  36.2; p  0.001). Nineteen out of 61
cells (31%) had destination bias  0.9, which is signifi-10 cm/s in the goal phase. This did not reduce the pro-
portion of cells with selective activity in the goal phase cantly more than expected from a flat distribution (Z 
5.5, p  0.001). There was no enhancement in the 0.9on the reversal trial (29  49.9; p  0.001). From a
sample of 68 units, 23 cells (34%) had destination bias category on any other probe trial (Z  1.0, p  0.05).
Finally, although the rats were alert and explored dur-0.9, which is more than expected if all categories were
equally represented (Z  6.5, p  0.001). There was no ing the first seconds on the platform (see Movie S1), the
hippocampal EEG might change. However, theta activityenhancement in the 0.9 category on any other probe
trial (Z  1.2, p  0.05). In a second analysis, we calcu- predominated both before and after the rat climbed the
platform (Figures 6D–6G), although the frequency waslated the mutual information between spiking and speed
of movement (Skaggs et al., 1993). The bias in the calcu- 1–2 Hz lower and the range of frequencies slightly
broader in the goal phase (Figures 6F and 6G). Units inlations was estimated from random permutations of the
speed record. One thousand Monte Carlo trials were the 0.9 category were theta modulated (Figure 6E),
suggesting that the network was in theta state whenperformed per cell, and the median was used as a bias
estimate. The observed mutual information was below these cells were active. Although the sampling rate did
not allow for detection of high-frequency ripple activitythe estimated bias in 28 cells, equal to the bias in 9
cells, and above bias in 39 cells (p  0.16, one-tailed (Buzsa´ki et al., 1992), sharp waves were observed only
in one rat during the first 10 s at the new platform locationsign test) (Figure 6B). A selective analysis of the subset
of pyramidal cells with specific activation in the platform (Figure 7D). In this rat, sharp-wave associated firing was
observed in one cell. This cell fired at 0.7 Hz only, whichphase gave a similar result (mutual information was be-
low estimated bias in 13 cells, equal to estimated bias contrasts with the high rate of the other cells in the 0.9
category.in one cell, and above in 11 cells; p  0.73, one-tailed
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and all proportions are larger than expected if firing was
phase independent (if destination bias was distributed
around values of 0.5). With directional filtering, the num-
ber of cells in the 0.1 category was increased on
probes 2 and 4 only (Z 2.9, p 0.005). These observa-
tions suggest that some cells turned off in the goal
phase, but the relation of this firing pattern to training
is less clear.
Discussion
The main finding is that hippocampal pyramidal cells
were activated selectively when the rat encountered the
escape platform at a novel position. These cells were
silent at the same location in the preceding swim phase.
The activation was accompanied by a reduction in the
firing rates of several interneurons. Other pyramidal neu-
rons fired primarily when the rat searched at a familiar
platform location and became silent when the rat
climbed the target. These firing patterns were theta
modulated and occurred only in a subset of the recorded
pyramidal cells, suggesting that they were not activated
or silenced because of an unspecific modulatory signal
to the hippocampus.
New activity on the platform occurred when the plat-
form was moved for the first time. While few cells fired
specifically on the platform in the familiar condition,
many did so when the platform position was reversed.
On subsequent trials with the new position, such cells
were still apparent, but the number decreased in parallel
with new learning. Some of the cells that had been acti-
vated on the reversal trial now fired also in the swim
phase. At the same time, there was an increase in the
number of cells with specific activity in the search phase.
The conditional firing pattern and the maintenance ofFigure 5. Selective Activity on a Deep Escape Platform
new activity during subsequent swimming rule out theA flooded platform was used to eliminate the difference in height
possibility that the new firing was primarily triggered bybetween swim and goal phase. The figure shows color-coded firing
changes in overt behavior, such as the animal’s heightrate maps for four simultaneously recorded pyramidal cells in the
swim phase (left) and the goal phase (right). The platform appeared above the surface (Knierim and McNaughton, 2001), tac-
in SW for the first time at the end of the trial (training location NE). tile, kinesthetic, or vestibular cues (Gothard et al., 1996;
Cells with selective activity on the platform were still observed. All Zinyuk et al., 2000), or task parameters like trial phase
units were recorded from the same tetrode. Scale and symbols as
(Eichenbaum et al., 1987; Deadwyler et al., 1996; Woodin Figure 1.
et al., 1999) or reward delivery (Eichenbaum et al., 1987;
Breese et al., 1989; Kobayashi et al., 1997). Moreover,
the new activity occurred on top of an otherwise stableCells with Specific Activity in the Search Phase
If some hippocampal neurons respond to the appear- place cell ensemble. The immediate and temporary acti-
vation of cells with specific activity on the platform isance of an object at a novel position, there may also be
neurons that respond when the object fails to appear very different from the slow and persistent change that
would be expected if the whole population remappedat its usual position (O’Keefe, 1976). Such neurons may
be activated when rats pass over the platform without in response to the platform reversal (Lever et al., 2002).
The neurons with specific activity in one of the trialencountering it on a probe trial. Cells with specific activ-
ity in the swim phase were indeed observed, although phases may be similar to the “misplace cells” reported
to exhibit increased firing after removal or replacementthe number of such cells was lower (Figures 3A and 7).
Before the platform was reversed, 9/61 cells with activity of objects in the early nonquantitative studies by
O’Keefe (1976). We have shown that such activationat the platform location stopped firing when the rat
climbed onto the platform (destination bias  0.1) on occurs primarily the first time an object is moved and
primarily when the animal demonstrates that it expectsprobe trial 1. On probe trial 2, 12/72 cells did the same.
Cells that turned off at the destination were observed to find the object elsewhere. These observations are
consistent with studies showing that the hippocampusalso when the platform was in the new position (probe
3, 6/68 cells; probe 4, 10/56 cells; probe 5, 9/50 cells). as a whole is involved actively in detecting mismatches
between perceived and retrieved locations (Thinus-With the exception of probe 1 and probe 3, these propor-
tions are larger than expected from a flat distribution Blanc et al., 1991) or perceived and retrieved event se-
quences (Honey et al., 1998). They are also in agreement(Z  1.9, p  0.05; with speed filter: Z  2.0, p  0.05),
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Figure 6. Relation of Destination-Selective Activity to Skeletal Movement and Behavioral State
(A) Movement on the platform before reversal (probes 1 and 2) and after reversal (probes 3–5).
(B) Scatterplot of the mutual information between movement speed in the goal phase and spiking in the goal phase (bits/spike). The estimated
bias is plotted on the x axis.
(C) Destination bias on the reversal trial after directional filtering. Only periods in which the direction was the same in the swim phase and
the goal phase were analyzed.
(D) Hippocampal EEG and raster plot for a cell with selective activity on the platform in a reversal trial. Theta activity was maintained after
the rat climbed the platform at 73 s (vertical line).
(E) Autocorrelation diagram for the cell in (D) (first 10 s on the platform).
(F and G) Parametric spectrum estimates of EEG sampled during the last 10 s of swimming (F) and the first 10 s at the new location platform
(G). Theta activity was maintained on the platform, but the frequency range became slightly broader, and the frequency peak decreased by
1–2 Hz.
with the activation of the hippocampal formation when match itself. The time course of the decay is comparable
to the rate by which exploration decays when rats arehumans observe novel stimuli embedded in a series of
familiar stimuli (Tulving et al., 1994; Stern et al., 1996), exposed to a familiar environment in which a limited
number of objects have been moved (Moser et al., 1994).but the fact that few cells were activated when the goal
position varied unpredictably or when the rat encoun- In both conditions, exploration resulted in changed be-
havior on subsequent test sessions, which implies thattered a novel but task-irrelevant stimulus (an underwater
current) suggests that a mere change in experience is new information was encoded, possibly as a result of
new activity in pyramidal cells of the CA1. In contrast,not sufficient for such activation.
Although selective firing in the goal phase was trig- there was little exploratory activity in the underwater jet
or variable platform conditions, where few cells re-gered by the appearance of the platform at a new posi-
tion, the new activity was maintained for tens of seconds sponded to the novel stimulus.
Activation of new cells on the platform after reversalbefore it decayed. This slow decay pattern suggests
that the new activity may primarily reflect exploratory was associated with reduced activity in several interneu-
rons. A similar reduction was observed when rats werebehavior evoked as a consequence of the mismatch
between experience and memory rather than the mis- released into a novel part of a test chamber (Wilson and
Mismatch-Responsive Cells in the Hippocampus
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Figure 7. Selective Firing in the Swim Phase when the Platform Appeared at the Familiar Position
Color-coded pairs of firing rate maps are shown for 12 simultaneously recorded pyramidal cells with average rates  0.5 Hz at the platform
location in either the swim phase or the goal phase. The data are from the final probe trial (probe 5; platform in SE). The curvature of the
swim path clearly indicates that the rat expected to find the platform in SE. Units were recorded from two tetrodes (tetrode 1, unit numbers
1–5 and 7; tetrode 2, unit numbers 6 and 8–12; different rat than in Figure 1). Scale and symbols as in Figure 1A. Note that several cells with
activity at the platform stopped firing when the rat climbed the platform.
McNaughton, 1993), suggesting that reduced inhibition pyramidal neurons remained active after the reversal
trial. This implies that the decrease in inhibition may alsoon the platform might be related to exploration and en-
coding of new information. The reduced inhibition may have caused a more permanent synaptic modification in
the recruited neurons (Wigstro¨m and Gustafsson, 1983),be responsible for the activation of previously silent pyra-
midal neurons. However, several of the newly recruited for example, through dendritic backpropagation of ac-
Neuron
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This trial was conducted either on the same day as the precedingtion potentials facilitated by reduced inhibition (Tsubo-
trials (seven rats) or on the subsequent day (three rats). The reversalkawa and Ross, 1996; Magee and Johnston, 1997; Mark-
trial was followed by a sequence of eight trials (trials 14 throughram et al., 1997; Larkum et al., 1999; Quirk et al., 2001).
21), where trials 17 and 21 were probe tests (probes 4 and 5). Unit
Only a subset of the interneurons responded with re- data were collected during swimming on all trials and continued for
duced activity at the new platform position. Such selec- up to 60 s after the rat had climbed the platform.
The remaining four rats in the constant-platform group had onlytivity has been observed previously in the dentate gyrus
a single probe trial on the recording day. On this trial, they receivedduring exploration (Moser, 1996) and may secure that
a current of tempered water ascending from the bottom of the poolplasticity is restricted to the activated set of pyramidal
as they passed through a location 90 off the original platform posi-neurons.
tion. The rats could easily swim through this location. The water
The detection of mismatches between actual experi- current was turned on after 60 s of swimming and remained on for
ence and memory is of fundamental importance for the the remainder of the trial. At the end of this trial, the rat encountered
the platform at a new position (180 off the old platform position).maintenance of accurate spatial representations by the
Between trials, all rats rested under an infrared heating lamp.hippocampus and its output structures (O’Keefe and
A tracker system (Axona Ltd., UK) was used to record the positionNadel, 1978). Our results suggest that a subset of neu-
of the rat at a rate of 50 samples per second. The tracked positionsrons in CA1 is activated during the exploratory behavior
were smoothed with a 15 point median filter offline. The direction
that follows when the animal’s experience is out of regis- of the rat’s head was deduced from the direction of movement
ter with predictions from its spatial memory. These cells during swimming and from the position of the head relative to the
center of the platform in the goal phase. The tracker system wasmay encode the new features of the environment and
either devised to track a red LED attached to the head stage (sevenparticipate in a modified representation of the envi-
rats) or to track the contrast between the dark head and neck ofronment.
the rat and the white water (12 rats).
Experimental Procedures
Electrophysiological Recording and Analysis
Subjects Screening for cells took place while the rat rested on a pedestal
Nineteen male Long-Evans rats (400–600 g at implantation and test- (Hollup et al., 2001a). The rat was connected to the recording equip-
ing) were housed individually in large transparent Perspex cages ment (Axona Ltd.) via AC-coupled unity-gain operational amplifiers
(54 	 44 	 35 cm height) with food and water available ad libitum. close to the rat’s head and counterbalanced hearing-aid wire. The
The rats were kept on a 12 hr light/dark schedule and tested in the electrodes were lowered in steps of 25 to 50 
m until multiple
dark phase. complex-spike cells with signal amplitudes more than five times the
noise level (r.m.s. 20–30 
V) were identified at typical depths of
Electrode Implantation 2.0–2.4 mm below dura mater, usually 1–2 weeks after the screening
The rats were anesthetized (equithesin; 1 ml/250 g) and 2 or 4 tet- started.
rodes of twisted 17 
m HM-L-coated platinum-iridium wire con- Data collection started when the hippocampal units were stable.
nected to a microdrive were implanted at AP 4.0 mm and ML 3.2 The rat was connected to the recording equipment, the headstage
mm relative to bregma (Hollup et al., 2001a). A jeweller’s screw fixed connections were shielded from the water using Vaseline, and the
to the skull served as ground electrode. A separate pair of EEG recording cable was counterbalanced to allow the rat to swim freely
electrodes consisting of twisted 70 
m teflon-coated stainless-steel in the corridor. Units were recorded differentially between tetrodes
wire (Goodfellow, Cambridge, UK) was implanted close to the fissure in the pyramidal layer and a reference in stratum oriens. The signals
of the contralateral dorsal hippocampus in three animals. amplified 15 to 25,000 times and band-pass filtered 0.8–6.7 kHz.
Triggered spikes were stored to disk at 48 kHz (50 samples per
waveform, 8 bits/sample) with a 32 bit time stamp (clock rate at 96Behavioral Training and Testing
The rats were trained to swim in one of two annular corridors filled kHz). EEG signals were amplified 3000–5000 times, lowpass-filtered
at 125 Hz, and stored at 250 Hz (8 bits/sample). The recordingwith water at 28C 2C with a dilute emulsion of white acrylic latex
(Hollup et al., 2001a). The inside diameter of each corridor was 75 system had linear phase and did not introduce a phase shift between
the EEG and the time-stamped spikes.cm, the width 20 cm, and the depth of water 40 cm. In one corridor,
the walls were vertical and made of transparent Perspex, extending Spike sorting was performed offline using graphical cluster-cut-
ting (McNaughton et al., 1983b). Clustering was performed manually10 cm above the water. This corridor was centered in a white Morris
watermaze (198 cm diameter). The other corridor was made of stain- in two-dimensional projections of the multidimensional parameter
space (consisting of waveform amplitudes). Spikes within the sameless steel and had inclined walls above the water surface (30 cm,
45 relative to the water, extending outwards). The walls were vertical cluster were autocorrelated to check the quality of the isolation and
to identify complex spikes. Spikes from adjacent pairs of clustersbelow the water surface. Each corridor contained four remotely
controlled escape platforms that could be moved between two were cross-correlated to make sure that the early and late spikes
of a complex-spike burst were not mistakenly assigned to differentheights: 1.0 cm (available) and 22 cm (unavailable) below the water
surface. Only one platform was used at a time. Fifteen rats were clusters. Pyramidal cells were distinguished from interneurons by
firing pattern (complex spikes), width of the extracellular action po-pretrained with a constant platform location. Three rats were trained
with the platform location being varied randomly between four posi- tential, and average firing rate (Ranck, 1973).
To construct a place field, we estimated a spike density functiontions, and a single rat was trained with the platform 4 cm below the
water surface in order to minimize the height difference between by convoluting the spike train with a smoothing kernel (Blackman
window 2 s wide, normalized to have unit gain at zero frequency)the swim and goal phases. All 19 rats were pretrained to asymptotic
performance (minimum 40 trials, 1 week). The headstage was con- and sampled this “signal” synchronously with the position tracker.
The spatially averaged firing rate was calculated for each locationnected during the last days of pretraining.
When the rats were ready for recording, they first received contin- in a 5 	 5 cm grid centered above the corridor. The average rates
were estimated by a weighted means of the sampled spike densityued training with the platform in its usual position. In ten of the rats
trained with a constant platform location, this part of the training function. The weights were Euclidian distances multiplied by a 30
cm wide Blackman window. In order to avoid error from extrapola-consisted of 12 trials including three probe tests. On standard trials,
the platform was raised when the rat had completed a single lap. tion, we considered positions more than 5 cm away from the tracked
path as unvisited.On the probe trials, the platform was raised after 60 s. Probe 0 was
run at the start of training and was not analyzed. Probes 1 and 2 The effect of the new platform location was estimated by calculat-
ing the destination bias of each cell. This bias was expressed as r1/were run as trials 5 and 9. After trial 12, the platform was raised at
the opposite side of the corridor after 60 s (probe 3; reversal trial). (r1  r2), where r1 is the average rate in the goal phase, and r2 is
Mismatch-Responsive Cells in the Hippocampus
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average rate at this location in the swim phase. r1 was calculated Kay, S.M. (1988). Modern Spectral Estimation (Englewood Cliffs:
Prentice Hall).from the average rate during the first 10 s on the platform, and r2
was calculated from the rate map. For the water jet experiment, r1 Knierim, J.J., and McNaughton, B.L. (2001). Hippocampal place-cell
and r2 were calculated from the average rates in a 60 sector around firing during movement in three-dimensional space. J. Neurophysiol.
the location of the vertical water current. 85, 105–116.
The EEG analyses were limited to a sample from nine rats that
Kobayashi, T., Nishijo, H., Fukuda, M., Bures, J., and Ono, T. (1997).
were judged to have acceptable EEG signals; the amplitude of the
Task-dependent representations in rat hippocampal place neurons.
rejected signals was either very low or the signals contained low-
J. Neurophysiol. 78, 597–613.
frequency noise that saturated the dynamic range. AR(30) spectral
Larkum, M.E., Zhu, J.J., and Sakmann, B. (1999). A new cellularestimates were obtained using the method of “modified covariance”
mechanism for coupling inputs arriving at different cortical layers.(Kay, 1988). Separate spectra were calculated for the EEG during
Nature 398, 338–341.the 10 s period before and the first 10 s after climbing the platform.
Analysis of spike train theta modulation was performed for all units Lever, C., Wills, T., Cacucci, F., Burgess, N., and O’Keefe, J. (2002).
with destination bias  0.9 (cf. Results). Autocorrelation diagrams Long-term plasticity in hippocampal place-cell representation of
for the spike trains were calculated with bin width 20 ms. AR(30) environmental geometry. Nature 416, 90–94.
spectrum estimates were obtained from the spike trains (sampled Magee, J.C., and Johnston, D. (1997). A synaptically controlled,
at 250 Hz) after convolution with a 2–125 Hz sinc kernel (French and associative signal for Hebbian plasticity in hippocampal neurons.
Holden, 1971). Science 275, 209–213.
Markram, H., Lubke, J., Frotscher, M., and Sakmann, B. (1997).
Histology Regulation of synaptic efficacy by coincidence of postsynaptic APs
The rats received an overdose of equithesin and were perfused and EPSPs. Science 275, 213–215.
intracardially with saline and 4% formaldehyde. The brains were
McNaughton, B.L., Barnes, C.A., and O’Keefe, J. (1983a). The contri-extracted and stored in formaldehyde, and frozen sections (30 
m)
butions of position, direction, and velocity to single unit activity inwere cut coronally, mounted, stained with cresyl violet, and exam-
the hippocampus of freely-moving rats. Exp. Brain Res. 52, 41–49.ined under a light microscope. In all rats, the electrodes were posi-
McNaughton, B.L., O’Keefe, J., and Barnes, C.A. (1983b). The ste-tioned centrally in the CA1 layer of the dorsal hippocampus.
reotrode: a new technique for simultaneous isolation of several sin-
gle units in the central nervous system from multiple unit records.Acknowledgments
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